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CSO success—overcoming funding and design challenges in Madawaska, Maine

Sanford Sewerage District rises to the challenge—17 years of progress

Integrating sewer system evaluation surveys and illicit discharge detection and elimination…and helping the community understand why it matters

Training is the key to achievement
The Flygt 4320 submersible mixer’s revolutionary design couples a high-efficiency mixer with an integrated variable frequency drive. The 4320 simplifies variable speed mixing and eliminates the need for an external VFD. A variety of ratings and propeller options meet a broad range of thrust requirements. And with motor efficiency comparable to the Super Premium Efficiency IE4 levels and fully adjustable speed, the Flygt 4320 delivers the lowest life cycle mixing energy costs.

Superior mixing with adjustability and simplicity, for unsurpassed energy savings.

For more information on the Flygt 4320, pumping and mixing applications, please contact your local Flygt/Xylem office in Woburn, MA. Office: 781-935-6515
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**On the cover:** Decatur WAY—Lowell, Massachusetts, is a green alley that collects rainwater and allows that water to infiltrate into the ground before entering the city’s drainage system. It is also an urban amenity, providing a pedestrian corridor, outdoor art gallery and neighborhood meeting place.
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